Abstract Water is vital to sustainability and liveability of cities and the peri-urban river systems play an important role in the supply of water for domestic use, agriculture, commerce, industry and the environment. It is therefore essential that periurban river systems are properly used and managed, especially under the pressure of urbanisation. Using the Hawkesbury-Nepean River system as an example, in this Chapter we discuss how management of the river system evolves under changing circumstances. We then examine the complexity of managing peri-urban river system and discuss a multitude of challenges and issues that have to be resolved to achieve sustainability of water resources in peri-urban landscapes. We also identify actions, engagement strategies and governance mechanisms that infl uence the outcomes of water resources management in a peri-urban context. Genuine engagement of community, government agencies and other stakeholders is an important vehicle to establish dialogue and achieve effective and long-term water resources planning at a regional scale. However, the engagement and programs for securing water futures in peri-urban landscapes is made more diffi cult due to a large number of stakeholders, agencies and interests involved and the changing roles of participants as government policy changes.
Introduction
It is now increasingly being realised that peri-urban areas surrounding metropolitan cities and regional towns in Australia and internationally are highly dynamic regions characterised by unique social, environmental and economic changes. A peri-urban region is a diffused territory existing between the urban and rural townships, and river systems in such regions are often used as source of urban water supplies resulting in the construction of major dams. Urban regions extract signifi cant supplies of water for domestic, industrial and agricultural purposes while the river system is also used to receive discharge of treated, and sometimes untreated, municipal effl uent originating from urban townships (Ford 1999 ; Buxton et al. 2006 ) .
Peri-urban landscapes are continuously expanding to accommodate the communities who migrate into these diffused territories in search of a better lifestyle and mostly work in nearby townships, thereby creating a range of competing and confl icting land use issues (Nelson and Dueker 1990 ; Barr 2003 ; Buxton et al. 2006 ) . As a result, the health of many peri-urban river systems in Australia and other parts of the world has gradually deteriorated over the last decade (De La Torre et al. 2005 ; Zhang et al. 2007 ; Simon 2008 ; Pinto et al. 2010 ) . Being key river users, the life cycles of aquatic species and social activities of humans are severely impacted by the deterioration of water quality in peri-urban river systems.
The main aim of this Chapter is to examine the challenges and issues faced in managing and sustaining peri-urban river systems in the context of competing water users and urbanisation. We use the Hawkesbury-Nepean River system in the Sydney Basin as an example to understand how the management of river systems evolved since the European settlement and the role played by government agencies, community and other stakeholders in the sustainability of the river system.
The Hawkesbury-Nepean River System
This Hawkesbury-Nepean River (HNR) system is the main source of water supply for the Sydney Metropolitan area. The main stem of HNR system is about 300 km long, known in the upper catchment as the Nepean River (155 km) and the Hawkesbury River (145 km) (Markich and Brown 1998 ) . The Nepean River becomes the Hawkesbury River at the Grose River confl uence near a rural town of Yarramundi, New South Wales (NSW) (Fig. 31.1 ) . A total of two million people live in the catchment suburbs and the catchment covers approximately 21,710 km 2 . Due to a large number of urban and peri-urban activities the HNR catchment presents some particular challenges in terms of water quality and health of the HNR system. Currently land use in the catchment includes heavily urbanised, industrial, recreational, agricultural and scenically attractive regions (Baginska et al. 2003 ) . There are numerous point and diffuse sources of anthropogenic pollution which primarily originate from peri-urban agriculture, sewerage treatment plants, sand and gravel mining and industrial activities. The HNR system supports a variety of recreational activities for both residents and tourists in Western Sydney. As a result of land use changes and modifi cations of physical habitats over the last 50 years, the river has been profoundly altered from its pristine state (Gavin et al. 1998 ). Thus, this river system and the catchment provide an ideal case study to investigate the meaning of river health from a range of community perspectives.
Water Sustainability in Sydney: Thinking from the Past

Settlement of the Five Macquarie Towns
The fi rst conscious move towards sustainable living after post white settlement came under the stewardship of Governor Lachlan Macquarie (1810 Macquarie ( -1822 . Before white settlement it may be said that the aborigines practised a high level of sustainable living in that their way of life may well have continued but for the intrusion of a more 'advanced' culture. That same 'advanced' culture brought with it the elements that have led to our current need to look for a sustainable living system. Large populations, divorced from the land that sustains it, show little regard for the future as it consumes fi nite resources at an ever accelerating rate. On his arrival on 31 December 1809 Macquarie observed a colony fi lled with "dissensions and jealousies". As recorded in Sydney Gazette of 7 January 1810, in his address on taking command the following day he said he hoped to bring a "Spirit of Conciliation, Harmony, and Unanimity, among all classes and descriptions of the Inhabitants of it". He concluded with the assurance that "the honest, sober, and industrious inhabitant, whether Free Settler or convict, will ever fi nd in me a Friend and Protector".
In matters of civic administration he ordered the construction of a new hospital, part of which was to become the home of the New South Wales Parliament. He established a post offi ce, laid out planned streets, dedicated open spaces, introduced the fi rst building regulations and registered carters and bullock-wagoners. Soon the populace looked with pride on the newly ordered town which had risen in place of what had been little more than a military encampment.
Of paramount concern to Macquarie was the urgent need for the colony to be self-supporting in food, thus lessening its reliance on shipments from England. It was not long therefore before Macquarie, in his quest for farming land, turned his attention to the hinterland and the towns of Parramatta and Green Hills. On 6th December 1810 he renamed the latter Windsor at the same time establishing the location of four new towns, Richmond, Wilberforce, Pitt Town and Castlereagh.
Governor Macquarie's Vision of Sustainability
Macquarie on his fi rst visit to the lands immediately to the west of Sydney was informed of the devastating fl oods in the months before his arrival. His diary notes, 6th December 1810, that he specifi cally located and established each township on high ground "for the security and accommodation of the Settlers and others inhabiting the Cultivated Country, on the Banks of the Rivers Hawkesbury and Nepean", adding, " I recommended to the Gentlemen present to exert their infl uence with the Settlers in stimulating them to lose no time in removing their Habitations, Flocks and Herds to these Places of safety and security and thereby fulfi l my intentions and plans in establishing them."
Land grants in the Hawkesbury were relatively small, many being taken up by emancipated convicts who, recognising that their prosperity was thanks to Macquarie's efforts, worked hard. In contrast to the richer, more ambitious settlers who took up large grants of grazing land to the south west upon which to build their fortunes, the settlers of the Hawkesbury were less troublesome to Macquarie. In recognition of their industry and contribution he reserved land for them in areas most suited for intensive cultivation. By 1821 there were about 1000 small settlers producing fruit, vegetables, grain and meat for the local market.
Macquarie was a hands-on, industrious administrator making frequent expeditions to the interior to familiarise himself with the territory under his control. His decision to curb expansion, following the crossing of the Blue Mountains, the discovery of a route from Windsor to Newcastle, and the exploration of land to the southwest as far as Lake George and the Goulburn Plains, meant for better administration of law and order and more assured access by settlers to markets and labour supply. Macquarie was the fi rst of our great planners and in every way the Hawkesbury was a benefi ciary of these decisions.
The Problems of the Hawkesbury-Nepean System
The Hawkesbury-Nepean is a very old river. It commenced as an upland area dissected by a juvenile river with a formation of rounded water-worn pebbles. By the time it reached its senile stage it meandered over a level surface of Wianamatta shale with the pebbles still present in its bed. These pebbles are the rich blue metal deposits of today. Later the more northerly regions were uplifted. This warping, however, was suffi ciently slow to preserve the river's meandering course. The shale became gradually eroded to expose the Hawkesbury sandstone.
During this period, a lake formed and it was the sediment in this lake which created the original alluvial deposits. The build-up of sediment fi nally forced the water level in the lake higher until it found an opening to the sea at Brooklyn. The subsequent out fl ow eroded the valley to the base level of the opening, dissecting the lake alluvial in the process. The numerous tributaries now attacked the softer uplifted areas and eroded juvenile gorges.
The next signifi cant aspect was an invasion from the sea which affected all parts of the valley and tributaries at base level and caused a heavy deposition of sediment. A secondary uplift exposed this silt and created the fi nal scenario for the present process of erosion and deposition upon which modern-day human activity has wrought its own changes.
There is another picture of the river which is useful and for which we are indebted to the Metropolitan Water Board. They use for comparison a bath tub fi lled from a number of taps of varying size, about seven. During periods of heavy rainfall these taps fl ow at different rates and for different periods of time. The Warragamba catchment for example, is the biggest tap and is turned on most frequently. The bath has one plug-hole, that is, the mouth of the river at Brooklyn. It is not diffi cult to visualise that with the taps turned on the plug-hole cannot empty the bath fast enough or, in real terms, the river fl oods.
The very nature of its geological origins created the complex matrix of positives and negatives that shaped its evolution over the last 200 years of European infl uence. On the positive side it has provided, and still provides, a valuable food source, has given up millions of tonnes of gravel and sand to build a modern, sophisticated city, provided until recently a seemingly inexhaustible source of potable water and made Western Sydney one of the economic powerhouses of Australia. On the negative side this cornucopia of resources has produced a dangerous level of selfindulgence and an indifference to the cumulative impact of unrestricted growth. This had led to the sacrifi ce of agricultural land, indeed some of the best in Australia, an over reliance on low price building material, an unrealistic view of the balance between supply and demand in the water cycle, high levels of pollution and a vast peri-urban area with needs and dynamics little understood by planners acquiescent to the alluring cash cow of urban development. With Sydney's population nearing fi ve million, and Western Sydney nearing two million of that, pressures are emerging that seem little understood by government decision makers.
The Complexity of the Peri-Urban Regions
Peri-urban regions are those areas on the urban periphery into which cities expand or which cities infl uence (peri: around, about or beyond). Peri-urban land can be seen simply as land adjacent to the edge of an urban area into which the urban area expands (Burnley and Murphy 1995 ) . Peri-urban areas have been defi ned in relation to a nearby metropolitan area on its inner boundary, a rural area on its outer boundary, or as the land in between (Buxton et al. 2007 ). Peri-urban areas need to be understood in relation to both the urban area it surrounds and the rural lands beyond. Invariably they contain important natural resources, biodiversity and signifi cant landscapes, and are very important for local fresh food supply and recreation. Generally they attract a diverse population of people because of the wide range of employment skills generated by the landscape.
An estimated four million people live in Australia's peri-urban areas which are major areas for food production. They are signifi cant in size and will be expected to absorb much of the country's growing population. Paradoxically this could result in an unsustainable additional demand on water supply from traditional sources. Research supports the premise that for some peri-urban areas it will be highly unlikely, within 20 years, that it will not be able to meet the demand for water from potable supplies. Research has also revealed that, for much of that demand, water of potable quality is not necessary. This suggests new directions for science-informed policy and decision-making to improve social, economic and environmental outcomes in peri-urban areas.
Typically peri-urban areas signifi cantly contribute to economic, social and environmental functions in the regions and provide fresh fruits, vegetables, cut fl owers, nurseries, turf etc. to cater for the needs of urban and rural communities. They are the fastest growing areas as the location for the majority of new housing developments in all the big cities in Australia. Water and Irrigation Strategy Enhancement through Regional Partnership (WISER) research has indicated that the water cycle and water management issues which concern peri-urban zones differ greatly from urban and rural areas and that planning processes are mostly based on criteria relevant to urban and rural needs. These are rarely applicable in peri-urban areas.
National Water Initiative
In 2004, the Australian Government established the National Water Commission (NWC) as the lead Australian Government agency for driving national water reform under the National Water Initiative (NWI). The overall objective of the NWI is to achieve a nationally compatible market, regulatory and planning system of managing surface water and groundwater resources for both rural and urban use which optimises economic, social and environmental outcomes (Smith et al. 2014 ) .
Under the NWI, governments have made commitments to the preparation of water plans with provision for the environment, dealing with over-allocated or stressed water systems, the introduction of registers of water rights and standards for water accounting, the expansion of trade in water, the improvement of pricing for water storage and delivery, while meeting and managing urban and rural water demands.
In 2008, the Government announced the nation's new water plan 'Water for the Future'. The plan aims to develop a single, coherent, national framework that integrates rural and urban water issues. Programs have been developed for rural, urban and environmental sectors and components including sustainable water use, urban water and desalination planning and river health.
Until now such initiatives have been guided by extensive research into rural and urban water as separate sectors. A research project 'Change and Continuity in Periurban Australia' (Buxton et al. 2008 ) undertaken by Land and Water Australia in 2008, investigated the complexity of peri-urban regions, the interface between urban and rural areas. This research highlighted particular competing uses and confl icting demands for water and reported that in regards to water use and management, the increasing recognition of the importance of peri-urban regions is yet to be fully refl ected in research.
Peri-urban zones have special needs, problems and opportunities. The particular conditions and circumstances of this zone provide a range of possibilities for water and land management that do not exist in denser urbanised areas or sparsely populated rural environments. It is also becoming apparent that if these zones are not well managed the quality of life in increasingly urbanised environments could be put at risk.
To date water research has been conducted by a wide range of institutions driven by agendas particular to the briefs they have been given. As yet, no research centre has been given a holistic brief to tackle the most complex of water supply and demand management issues, that is, those which occur in Australian peri-urban areas. Institutions have to date concentrated on either urban or rural water issues, but an estimated four million people live in Australia's peri-urban areas and these are the major areas for food production. These areas are significant and will, in future, be expected to absorb the country's growing population, which, paradoxically, could result in an unsustainable additional demand on water supply from traditional sources and a major impact on the availability of fresh fruit and vegetables.
The Western Sydney region is the largest peri-urban area in Australia. It typifi es the complex range of land and water management issues faced by peri-urban zones. As such, it has proved an ideal laboratory for research that is applicable across the nation and overseas. Challenges solved within Western Sydney can inform solutions to similar problems elsewhere.
The Birth and Demise of the Hawkesbury-Nepean Catchment Management Trust (HNCMT)
In the 1960s and 1970s Harry Scholer, then a Supervising Engineer with the Department of Public Works working on the State's river systems, sounded early warning bells for the future welfare of the Hawkesbury River. In 1973 the National Trust held a symposium entitled "Planning the Future of the Hawkesbury River Valley" and later held further conferences to discuss the problems of the Hawkesbury. In 1974 the fi rst summary of known information on the Hawkesbury was produced by the Askin Government. This coincided with their appointment of the fi rst environment minister in Australia although the portfolio was entitled Minister for Conservation. In 1974 Kevin Rozzoli by then the Member for Hawkesbury in the State Parliament began quietly working on an administrative model for the river system based on cohesive management of the whole of the catchment. He fi nally presented his work in the form of a draft Hawkesbury River Authority Bill which he unsuccessfully tried to bring to the attention of parliament. Numerous studies on the Hawkesbury-Nepean system were conducted by the Departments of Public Works, Water Resources and Planning as well as the Water Board, the State Pollution Control Commission and the Soil Conservation Service. The Department of Planning, under its numerous titles, produced a signifi cant number of documents culminating in Regional Environmental Plan No. 20, gazetted on 12th December, 1986. This was a broad spectrum and largely ineffectual document.
By the early 1990s with public concern over the deterioration of water quality in the Hawkesbury having grown to such an extent that a large coalition of environmental groups was formed to bring pressure on the government to take action to stop the degradation. This group, Coalition of Hawkesbury and Nepean Groups for the Environment (CHANGE) met with Mr. Kevin Rozzoli and, after detailed consideration, agreed to back his model. In response to the public pressure they generated the Government established a Hawkesbury Nepean Task Force to examine his proposal and in 1993 set up the Hawkesbury Nepean Catchment Management Trust by regulation. Under this regulation its work was restricted to that part of the river system below Warragamba Dam. The government, then functioning without a majority in either the Legislative Assembly or the Legislative Council, wanted to establish the Trust without amendment to the structure it had decided on even though the initiative had in-principle support from both sides of parliament and the independents. The decision to set up the Trust by regulation was later to prove fatal.
The Trust was hugely successful. Funded to the extent of $3.56 m. a year from consolidated revenue it managed to lever a further $8.5 m in its latter years towards catchment improvement. It also achieved outstanding results in government agency cooperation, was highly successful in community engagement with over 7000 volunteers working on rehabilitation projects, instigated State of the Environment reporting for the whole of its area and supported Councils within its areas to produce their own State of the Environment reports. During the 7 years of its operation it became internationally recognised for its success in cooperative engagement, particularly with the community.
The Trust was uniquely structured. Firstly it had a clearly defi ned charter which was to make such surveys and general plans for the region and its hydrological catchment as may be necessary to guide and control the extent, sequence and nature of development that would be equitable and economically sound and which would advance the orderly and proper physical, environmental, economic and social management of the designated region.
It was relatively small and streamlined in its working processes. It had an executive arm comprised of fi ve full-time persons, a Chief Executive Offi cer with strong managerial, communication and people skills and four Program Leaders possessing special knowledge of, and experience in, each of four disciplines of major significance to the catchment, viz. Planning, Public Works, Bio-diversity and Community Engagement. Each executive member appointed had such expertise and carried a full practical workload. This leadership ensured strong capability, and a high level of professional integrity.
Its board, drawn from government agencies, industry and resident groups, environmental groups and local government performed their role as individuals rather than as representatives of their parent organisation. This ensured a loyalty to the Trust rather than the background they came from. In addition each person had an interest in and commitment to the region.
Whilst nobody expected the new Trust to perform miracles in the short term the long-range thinker, the long-term planner had found little support in the previous 20 years. It was obvious to those who led the Trust that the cultural attitude towards nurturing the environment would have to change in a way that would embrace the concept of long range planning and management, casting aside the populist call for "instant" solutions. This problem remains today.
The proponents of the Trust wanted to vest the organisation with some perceivable authority believing the community would not accept a management organisation that was seen to be another 'toothless tiger'. What was established was a lean and effi cient organisation which, to the greatest possible extent, used existing structures. This provided three major advantages; it was more cost effective, integrated and better utilised the pool of knowledge and expertise already existing within the catchment and, most importantly, it was less threatening to existing agencies.
It was also intended that a major function of the organisation would involve planning strategies and outcomes. It would therefore be necessary to provide within the regional framework of the Department of Planning a mechanism by which the Trust could exercise a limited but important authority, not so much as a deliverer of ser-vices but as a co-ordinator, manager and watchdog for the region. These were functions that did not then exist.
It was this vacuum in regional management that had been the single greatest contributor to failure in solving regional problems. Yet at this hurdle the government baulked. The Trust instead would work within existing planning structures in developing a catchment strategy and Regional Environmental Plan REP.
REPs under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 had until this time been mostly statements of general principle, short on fi ne detail. In recognition of this and arising from the work of the Task Historically the fi ne detail of planning is contained in Local Environmental Plans (LEPs). This has led to fragmented standards refl ecting different attitudes, at different times, by different councils. In recent years government has also grappled with this lack of standardisation but at this level of detail the task is diffi cult. The Trust hoped to fi ll the need for a comprehensive regional plan that articulated planning goals on a whole of catchment basis giving guidance to councils as to what was expected of them. The regional plan would attempt to get ahead of the diffi cult problems by identifying both problems and the resources required as a basis for designing regional solutions. Progressively the strategy and the plan would provide an accurate, cohesive and informative base upon which developers could design their developments in conformity with known requirements. This would expedite the development approval process without jeopardy to critical standards. Ultimately the regional plan was to be developed by NSW Planning in accordance with normal procedures but taking into account the research, design elements and evaluation of the Trust.
To achieve uniformity between planning instruments it was advocated that the regional plan would, with the exception of State Environmental Planning Policies, take precedence over all other planning instruments. Existing and future REPs would be brought within the regional plan and LEPs amended as necessary to achieve conformity. The Trust also believed it could make a signifi cant contribution to the effi cacy of the regional plan if it were to be given a concurrence role for development of an especially sensitive nature. Although this was opposed under government policy which sought to strictly limit concurrence powers the government, in the Sydney Water Catchment Management Act, 1998, later vested the Sydney Catchment Authority with quite extensive concurrence powers.
The Trust also believed an essential ingredient of transparency and integrity of function was access to data. It proposed a 'one stop shop' for all factual data available on the catchment with universal availability to data. Thus government agen-cies, councils, developers, consultants, government agencies, academics and the general public would all have the same access to the same data.
The strongly independent position it took was founded on the belief that its role was to give honest, well researched advice to government, local government and the community on problems facing the river system. In furtherance of this policy it produced a major strategic planning document with long, medium and short term goals, together with defi ned key responsibilities for State agencies, local government and the community, linked to costings and time lines on a scale of priorities based on catchment health and the interests of the community. Its achievements however were its downfall. Panicked by the increased level of expectation within the community and presumably the daunting prospect of allocating real money to Western Sydney the government took the extraordinary decision to axe the Trust, virtually overnight. Before the Trust could muster a defence the regulation was repealed. Despite a valiant rear guard action and a Legislative Council inquiry that condemned the government's action the Trust passed into history.
Engagement of Agencies and Community
During 1997, 1998 and 1999 the NSW Healthy Rivers Commission (HRC), an independent public inquiry body, established under the Pollution Control Act, 1970, conducted a public inquiry into the health of the Hawkesbury Nepean River system. It published a Final Report in August 1998 and a Supplementary Report in April 1999. In his foreword to the Final report the Commissioner, Peter J. Crawford said, "The Commission has been able to capitalise on the wealth of knowledge and understanding of the river in the community at large, in councils and in agencies as well as the Hawkesbury Nepean Catchment Management Trust and in the extensive studies and research on technical and policy issues." The Report did not restate technical research and policy detail except where directly relevant to the Commission's fi ndings but instead referred the reader to original documents listed in the bibliography published in the Report.
Crawford further stated that the inquiry had, "revealed that the way we manage sewage, stormwater, extractive industry, agricultural production and so on must change if river health is to be protected and enhanced. Some of the many excellent recommendations in the report have been progressed; unfortunately however the majority of recommendations for a whole-of-government approach have not been implemented. In March 2001 a Statement of Joint Intent for the Hawkesbury Nepean River System was signed off by a number of NSW Government agencies. The Statement of Joint Intent outlined the recommendations from the HRC and the approvals put into place by Government.
Despite Cabinet approval of many of the recommendations implementation was the underlying weakness of this inquiry. Responsibility for implementation of the Statement of Joint Intent was placed in the hands of a Water CEOs Committee which comprised CEOs of Environment Protection Agency, Department of Land and Water Conservation, Department of Urban Affairs and Planning and NSW Agriculture. A principal failing was that a lead agency was not appointed from among the Committee members. Although some actions followed the CEOs generally allowed it to die on the vine. For example an independent review to be undertaken within 2 year of the signing of the Statement of Joint Intent was never carried out. The opportunity to implement a holistic planning and management system for the catchment was once again allowed to slip away.
It did however lead to the establishment of the Hawkesbury Nepean River Management Forum which, in its fi nal report, recommended inter alia environmental fl ows, aquatic weed management, weir modifi cation, effl uent re-use, demand management, water sensitive urban design, community engagement and an adaptive management approach.
Implementation of the Forum's recommendations has been excellent. Some improvements are still available in utilisation of the full range of the statutes available for "Water Management Plans" under the Water Management Act 2000. Integration across government and community of monitoring and modelling remain as outstanding options for real benefi t with major effi ciency returns to natural resource management that would in turn lead to signifi cant savings in total expenditure.
During the passage of these events Sydney's water supply suffered a suspected outbreak of contamination from giardia and cryptosporidium which led to a judicial inquiry chaired by (now) Justice Peter McClellan which made a series of 91 recommendations including: changing Sydney Water and Hunter Water to 'statutory' state owned Corporations; establishing the Sydney Catchment Authority (SCA); defi ning NSW Health's powers and roles including the ability of the Chief Health Offi cer to issue alerts to boil water; and improving research, monitoring, treatment, incident reporting and strategies for drinking water. Another important recommendation was the drafting of a Regional Environmental Plan (REP) for Sydney's drinking water catchment to establish protocols for the Environmental Protection Authority, NSW Health Department of Planning, councils and other relevant agencies. The recommendations led to the splitting of Sydney Water functions. Sydney Water retained control over distribution while the capture, storage and supply of quality raw water from well-managed catchments were vested in the new Sydney Catchment Authority.
Despite this attempt to streamline water management including catchment management there is still extensive duplication and the REP is a watered down version of the concepts enunciated by the Section 22 committee, established under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1976 which endeavoured to drive the process. The bodies which infl uence decision making are at the very least Department of Planning and Infrastructure, Sydney Water, Sydney Catchment Authority, Hawkesbury Nepean Catchment Management Authority, Offi ce of Environment and Heritage with the responsibility for water now with the NSW Offi ce of Water in Department of Primary Industries, each overlapping in their roles. There is still a major opportunity for increased effi ciency and substantial cost saving for natural resource management particularly within the Hawkesbury-Nepean River system. The relative strengths of the operators and regulators within the Sydney Basin also need close examination. The tail is still wagging the dog to some degree albeit to a lesser extent than say 5 years ago.
Finally in addition to these complexities one cannot ignore the role of the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART). The terms of reference for IPART do not refl ect the real cost of water extraction in the river system. The current terms of reference refl ect the costs of storage, treatment and reticulation of water but do not recognise the costs to the Hawkesbury-Nepean and Shoalhaven River systems of having signifi cant amounts of water withdrawn and stored by the dams and weirs within the river system, or the cost of maintaining a healthy river system.
An important aspect of stakeholder engagement is that engagement needs to be ongoing by the partners involved to allow development of formal relationship among themselves, e.g., by forming an entity through a Memorandum of Understanding. Our experience suggests that such relationships, although they may seem symbolic, greatly benefi t the region in building social capital emanating from regular sharing of ideas, debunking engrained prejudices and urban myths about each other, and providing confi dence and positive interactions.
The Life After the HNCMT
Predictably the advances made by the Trust soon evaporated. Its main legacy was the body of information it had developed, now preserved in the Penrith City Council Library, and a small group of people with a continuing passion for and considerable knowledge of the Hawkesbury Nepean River system. The call for a single river authority to develop a strategic direction, avoid duplication and implement cohesive planning for the Western Sydney region and the upper catchment continues.
In 2003 the government established the Hawkesbury-Nepean Catchment Management Authority (HNCMA). The HNCMA describes its primary role as "to fund environmental projects on private land in areas of critical importance. The HNCMA website states "We are a statutory authority with a board that reports directly to the Minister for Environment and Climate Change. Our programs and projects are largely funded by the New South Wales and Australian Governments, as well as our partners and corporate supporters. We work closely with landholders, councils, landcare groups and other government agencies to plan, fund and carry out practical environmental improvements in the Hawkesbury-Nepean Catchment." This is a far more limited brief than that given to the Trust. Within its brief it has done some excellent work but failed to satisfy the call for a single river authority.
Continuing public agitation for a "one stop shop" authority led to the establishment of the Offi ce of the Hawkesbury-Nepean to "improve the health of the Hawkesbury-Nepean river system". The Offi ce was established under the provisions of the Hawkesbury-Nepean River Act, 2009 . The Offi ce is responsible for "coordinating the river management activities of relevant NSW Government agencies, including the Offi ce of Environment and Heritage, Sydney Catchment Authority, Department of Planning and Infrastructure, Department of Primary Industries and Sydney Water." Another "key function of the Offi ce of the Hawkesbury-Nepean is to provide better access for the community to information and advice about the river and its management. Many stakeholders have expressed their confusion about the myriad of State Government agencies, programs and initiatives that address or infl uence river health."
The Offi ce of Hawkesbury Nepean has no decision making powers and no power to direct agencies or shape departmental policies. Although a step forward it fell far short of Western Sydney demands for a single river authority. Defending its action to repeal the Trust the Government identifi ed the high cost of the Trust (despite the fact that in 7 years its budget had not increased) and its failure to deliver suffi cient on-ground outcomes (although this was never its main purpose) as its main concerns. Ironically the budget of the HNCMA, $14.4 million considerably exceeds the budget of the Trust, even allowing for infl ation, and yet still does not provide the scope of work undertaken by the Trust.
The WISER Project
While water scarcity and climate change are considered a driving issue for the management of the Hawkesbury-Nepean River System, the use of water from different sources in peri-urban landscapes is highly fragmented and uncoordinated. As such, this has limited the use of water for irrigation and environmental purposes and made the scarcity of water in the Sydney region much worse than it should be. The Water and Irrigation Strategy Enhancement through Regional Partnership -WISER Project was developed to address these vital issues. It was one of the four multidisciplinary projects established by the Cooperative Research Centre for Irrigation Futures (CRC IF) under the System Harmonisation Program. The challenge the WISER Project, along with CRC IF accepted was to undertake and deliver research, education and training that would give confi dence to local government, government agencies, growers, industry, and communities to invest in better water future and better environment in both urban and peri-urban landscapes.
The WISER project focussed on developing a strategy to improve crossorganisational communication and system-wide management to improve production and environmental outcomes in the context of a whole catchment (Khan et al. 2008 ) . The objective of this strategy is to achieve such co-ordination by establishing a regional business plan with the various stakeholders of the region. Although set in the broad categories of 'hydrology', 'production and environmental outcomes' and 'mechanisms and process for change', the work through system harmonisation required understanding the needs of, and close collaboration with, stakeholders associated with irrigation and other water uses of the region.
The project involved the analyses of the region's water cycle components, water productivity, and environmental, social, cultural, institutional and policy issues and challenges. The analyses helped, in consultation with key stakeholders and govern-ment agencies, in identifying and evaluating scenarios, strategies and opportunities for sustainable use of the region's water resources in the longer-term. The project was also designed to facilitate the formation of a regional partnership that continues beyond the life of this project. The partnership thus formed will provide key input into implementation of actions identifi ed through this project.
The project encompassed three major activities: stakeholder engagement; modelling and analysis of hydrologic, environmental, economic, social, institutional and policy aspects and visualisation; leading to the facilitation of regional business and environmental partnerships. These activities helped to understand the current water policies and institutional barriers and identify changes that may improve water use and governance. Importantly, the project assisted the stakeholders and agencies to initiate the development of a Regional Water Resources Planning and Management Framework integrating options for water use, future infrastructure development and cost-benefi t analysis (Fig. 31.2 ) .
The engagement tasks that were pursued to develop collaboration with stakeholders have included undertaking workshops to determine values and needs of irrigation in the area. They have also involved developing committees to progress and guide the development of regional irrigation business partnerships. Stakeholders considered for such workshops were water users and agencies associated with water management.
Research conducted in the WISER project highlighted the diffi culties which Western Sydney, the largest peri-urban region of Australia, will face over the next 20 years in meeting the demand for water. In trying to come to terms with the problem of supplying water for the environment, irrigated agriculture, playing fi elds and reserves, researchers found that competition for water involved not only farmers, councils and the river system, as with rural environments, but highly urbanised domestic, commercial and industrial consumers as well. Potential solutions for some of the challenges were identifi ed, and some have already been adopted by local and state government.
Research indicated that within 20 years it is likely that some peri-urban areas will be unable to meet the demand for water from potable supplies. Research also revealed that, for much of the current demand, water of potable quality is not necessary. This suggests new directions for science-informed policy and decision making to improve social, economic and environmental outcomes in peri-urban areas.
The Journey of Stakeholder Engagement
In the WISER project, we had extensive engagement with a range of stakeholders directly or indirectly connected with water in the Western Sydney region. Through the engagement process we learnt that it is unrealistic to expect all stakeholders to come to the table at the beginning of the project. This may be related to the lack of clear understanding of the issues and differences in power and authority. Due to the complexity of the peri-urban water management, confl icts among the various parties involved is part and parcel of stakeholder engagement processes and in fact it can even be helpful in stating openly the perceptions and interests that need to be considered in arriving at practical and acceptable solutions (Leeuwis 2000 ) . Stakeholder engagement processes therefore become a mix of 'learning and fi ghting' (Butterworth et al. 2007 ) .
Often government agencies are the initiator of the stakeholder process but there is always a possibility of confusion, as stakeholders do not usually see authorities as neutral facilitators. On the other hand, the researchers in the WISER project were able to play the role of facilitator between government agencies and stakeholder effectively and eventually were able to bring all the parties together to the table. The engagement in the WISER project has given stakeholders a broader perspective of the region's problems, enabling them to be more integrative in their approach to seeking solutions.
For effective stakeholder engagement it is important to trust the views of stakeholders and provide sympathetic facilitation. Any manipulation in the process should be avoided. The people who represent agencies and stakeholders are only human and on many occasions they may propose seemingly unsustainable or impracticable decisions. However, water issues in peri-urban regions are so complex that we cannot expect everyone to think the same and agree at the beginning of the dialogue. The role of an effective stakeholder engagement process is then to work in a spirit of co-operation and mutual respect, and to lead vision building and solutions that are jointly owned by agencies, stakeholders, researchers and community at large.
Looking into Future
While the CRC IF was established "to undertake and deliver research, education and training that gives confi dence to growers, industry, government, and communities to invest in better irrigation, a better environment and a better future", as indicated at the beginning of this paper this challenge was far more complex in Western Sydney than in the rural communities in which the other centres were located, not the least being that it was researching irrigation problems in the peri-urban area of Australia's largest city.
In recent years NSW has faced the prospect of water shortages with the government spending many millions of dollars in an effort to drought-proof its capital city. This is however a problem facing every major Australian city and many regional centres. The Australian Government has endeavoured to tackle the problem under its National Water Initiative. To date water research has been conducted by a wide range of institutions driven largely by agendas that refl ect their particular briefs. As a result, effort has focussed largely on urban and rural water issues, with little attention given to peri-urban needs where some four million Australians currently live. Even the National Water Commission's latest report, 'Urban Water in Australia: future directions' while timely, shows the decision makers are not looking at the bigger picture of water planning and management for Australian cities. The future direction for urban water cannot be properly achieved without integrating periurban water in the water planning equation.
There is not a suffi ciently on-going, integrated approach to bring together, holistically, hydrologic, social, economic, environmental, cultural, policy, legal and institutional aspects of long-term water planning of urban and peri-urban areas. While the debate on the Murray-Darling Basin plans and the need to develop new regional cities (rather than mega cities) continues, there will be increasing demand on policy makers and agencies such as National Water Commission to deal with precious water resources and city environs holistically rather than the current piecemeal approach. The report also fails to recognise the value of sustaining food production in peri-urban areas.
It is a fact however that these peri-urban regions are expected to absorb the majority of the country's growing population, which, paradoxically, could result in unsustainable additional demands on water supply from traditional sources. This interface between urban and rural areas, the peri-urban zone, has special needs, problems and opportunities that are unique, but also presents a range of possibilities for water management that do not exist in denser urbanised areas or sparsely populated rural environments. A recommended approach is to tackle the future periurban water challenges nationally through a co-ordinated and transdisciplinary initiative. It is most desirable that this takes place in one of the important peri-urban regions, Western Sydney, not the least reason being that it is Australia's largest periurban zone and faces some of the most complex land and water management challenges imaginable. Such an initiative will help identify potential solutions to practical outcomes and will close the knowledge gap that currently limits planning and management of water in peri-urban regions. In summary, such a national initiative could help in enhancing improved understanding of peri-urban zones as well as developing generic models, tools and processes that integrate ecological, hydrological, economic, social, cultural, institutional and policy aspects into water resource policy, planning, governance, strategy development and management of peri-urban landscapes throughout Australia. In can assist stakeholders and agencies in the analysis of options for sustainable peri-urban water use, infrastructure development and cost-benefi t analysis. Further, such initiative can ground a point of quick access to concise and reliable information on peri-urban water matters thus helping agencies and stakeholders develop a shared vision for peri-urban zones and build practical strategies to secure water for social amenities, local food production and river health that will underpin vibrant and resilient communities.
Conclusions
The Hawkesbury-Nepean River system, like many peri-urban river system around the world, is under constant pressure due to urbanisation. Effective engagement of government agencies and other stakeholders could, and should, be an important vehicle to establish dialogue and achieve effective and long-term water resources planning at a regional scale. However, the engagement and programs for securing water futures in peri-urban landscapes is diffi cult due to the complexity of issues and the range of stakeholders, agencies and interests involved. The most important issues for peri-urban landscapes inextricably include maintenance of the water cycle for agriculture, recreation and environment in the face of expanding urban needs. For achieving long-term regional water security in peri-urban landscapes, we need effective engagement of stakeholders, regional water managers and land-use use planners in the development of a common vision and successful long-term planning. In addition, we need to treat the regional water cycle as one unit rather than the present practice of managing water within local government boundaries.
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